
ADVANTAGES FOR THE PATIENT

WHAT ARE THE DISADVANTAGES ?



EFFECT ON THE UPPER LIMB

WRIST AND HAND

IT AVOIDS THE DIRECT LOAD ON THE THENAR 

EMINENCECE, THE CARPUS BONES AND THE END 

OF THE RADIUS IS THE PLACE OF GREATEST PAIN.



THENAR EMINENCE RADIAL STYLOID

WRIST AND HAND

EFFECT ON THE UPPER LIMB



DIRECT COMPRESSION OF THE MEDIAN

AND ULNAR NERVES. THENAR MUSCLE PAIN

EFFECT ON THE UPPER LIMB

WRIST AND HAND



OVERUSE TENDOM INJURIES AND SYNOVIAL SHEATH

CALLUSES APPEAR IN FINGERS AND IN THE PALM OF THE HAND, 

FORCING TO FIND ANY SOLUTION AS CYCLING GLOVES

EFFECT ON THE UPPER LIMB

WRIST AND HAND



STRESS ON JOINTS - ARTHROSIS

EFFECT ON THE UPPER LIMB

WRIST AND HAND



MORE NEUTRAL POSITION WITH LESS STRESS.

SHOCK ABSORPTION EFFECT.

GREATER SUPPORT AREA.

FOREARM

EFFECT ON THE UPPER LIMB



THERE ARE STRESS FRACTURES REFERENCES IN 

ULNA AND RADIUS

FOREARM

EFFECT ON THE UPPER LIMB

IT IS CHANGED FROM A LOAD THROUGH THE RADIUS UNTIL RADIAL 

HEAD TO A DISTRIBUTED LOAD IN THE ULNA WIDE AREA.

LESS LOAD PER SQUARE CENTIMETER.



THE BICEPS IS MORE RELAXED IN A POSITION THAT IS FARTHER AWAY 

FROM EXTENSION.

THE USER HAS TO LEARN TO USE KMINA CRUTCHES WITHOUT FOREARM 

INTERNAL ROTATION. (PATIENTS THAT SUFFER POLIO)

EFFECT ON THE UPPER LIMB



SHOULDER LOAD IS SIMILAR TO THE CONVENTIONAL 

ONES, BUT THE SUPPORT IS SHOFTER THANKS TO THE 

SHOCK ABSORBING SYSTEM.

THE SHOULDER PATH IN FLEXION AND EXTENSION CAN 

BE WIDER.

COMPRESSION IN THE SUBACROMIAL SPACE IS 

DIMINISHED.

EFFECT ON THE UPPER LIMB



IT IS EASIER TO WALK STRAIGHT WITH A BETTER COLUMN BALANCE.

HIGHER STABILITY AND BALANCE.

IT IS POSSIBLE TO MOVE FASTER THAN WITH THE CONVENTIONAL 

ONES, WITH A HIGHER STEP PERIMETER.

THEY REQUIRE LESS ENERGY AND THEY ARE MORE CONFORTABLE 

AND SAFE.



POSSIBLE DISADVANTAGES…

…  THE LEARNING PROCESS COULD BE LONGER THAN WITH THE CONVENTIONAL 

ONES

…  THEY TAKE UP MORE SPACE THAN THE CONVENTIONAL ONES



In vivo measurement of shoulder joint loads during walking with crutches
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Abstract

Following surgery or injury of the lower limbs, the use of walking aids like crutches can cause high loads on the shoulder joint. 

These loads have been calculated so far with computer models but with strongly varying results. Shoulder joint forces and 

moments were measured during crutch-assisted walking with complete and partial unloading of the lower limbs. Using 

telemeterized implants in 6 subjects axillary crutches and forearm crutches were compared. A force direction was more in the 

direction of the long humeral axis, and slightly lower forces were assumed using axillary crutches. Similar force magnitudes as 

those experienced during previously measured wheelchair weight relief tasks were expected for complete unloading. The 

friction-induced moment was hypothesized to act mainly around the medio-lateral axis during the swing phase of the body. 

Maximum loads of up 170% of the bodyweight and 0.8% of the bodyweight times meter were measured with large variations 

among the patients. Higher forces were found in most of the patients using forearm crutches. The hypothesized predominant 

moment around the medio-lateral axis was only found in some patients. More often, the other two moments had larger 

magnitudes with the highest values in female patients. The assumed different load direction could only be found during partial 

unloading. In general the force magnitudes were in the range of activities of daily living. However, the number of repetitions 

during long-lasting crutch use could lead to shoulder problems as a long-term consequence. The slightly lower forces with 

axillary crutches could be caused by loads acting directly from the crutch on the scapula, thus bypassing the glenohumeral

joint. The higher bending moments in the female patients could be a sign of lacking muscle strength for centring the humeral 

head on the glenoid.

Do you want to read the rest of this article?



https://medium.com/@luisfandos/how-to-manage-shoulder-and-arm-pain-when-using-crutches-

f5342df0a0d6
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Crutch walker's shoulder

R G Pringle
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Mr Davies and his colleagues conclude that, in a patient with Cushing's disease or avascular necrosis (AVN) at 

other sites, shoulder symptoms when crutch walking ‘should be enquired about and investigated radiographically’ 

(July 2001 JRSM, pp. 348-349). Crutch walking has wider relevance to AVN.

In 1983 I reported the cases of two perhaps osteoporotic but otherwise healthy women aged 73 and 59 who 

developed AVN of the humeral head as a result of crutch walking following isolated femoral neck fracture treated by 

internal fixation1. In both cases the condition was self-limiting and in one it was detected only as a result of full 

examination for medicolegal purposes seven months after the injury. I presented also a third patient who had used 

a walking aid in the right hand for over 10 years after unsuccessful hip replacement and who had developed 

glenohumeral osteoarthritis, the appearances of which were suggestive of previous aseptic necrosis.

I suggested that the condition probably was more common than appreciated because in those who use crutches 

for a limited period the symptoms were low-grade and spontaneous resolution takes place. With prolonged crutch 

walking, however, the condition might lead to glenohumeral osteoarthritis. Some support for this view was provided 

by a later paper reporting bilateral osteonecrosis of the humeral heads in a wheelchair-dependent T8 paraplegic2.

Go to:
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http://www.livestrong.com/article/263577-how-to-lessen-arm-pain-with-crutches/



Shoulder Pain and Weakness

Posted on Jun 17, 2016 by Thomas Fetterman

Over the years I have been very active crutch user starting when I was eight years old. After college my wife and I bought and renovated pre-Civil War houses for 20 years 

and we did most of the work ourselves. I climbed scaffolding, did brick laying, installed roofs and roofing, built chimneys, and everything else. Then for adventure we 

traveled around the world 4 times and explored Third World countries for months on end traveling on local trains and busses and sometimes even horses and elephants. 

Wow it's no wonder my shoulders gave it up!

I started having shoulder pain in my mid 40's and hence developed my patented gel filled shock absorbing crutch tip technology...necessity is a mother! I then went on to 

invent my gel grips and padded arm cuffs and the titanium body all of which continues to serve me well and I credit for my great mobility. However, when I was in my early 

50's I took a bad fall an put a tare in my left rotator cuff. My shoulder hurt so much that I became quite inactive trying "to baby it." I have since learned that it only takes 4 

days of inactivity for muscles to start to atrophy. Within weeks both shoulders were hurting and popping and grinding (crepitus) and my arms were getting weaker and 

weaker. I started taking pain pills, going to a chiropractic doctor, a massage therapist, and would have tried VooDoo if I thought it would help. I was sure I had post polio 

syndrome and this was the beginning of the end of life as I knew it.

A few years earlier my wife and I had adopted a beautiful baby girl and she was then only 7 years old when I had that bad fall. I became really depressed because of the 

wearing pain and the thought that I could no longer participate actively in her growing up. Finally I went to a well know polio doctor in Philly who x-rayed my shoulders and 

literally gasped when he read the x-ray (I hate that). I have zero cartilage left in both shoulders and my bones have actually worn valleys in each other and I have multiple 

scars on my rotator cuffs. The doc said I had to stop using crutches altogether and use a wheelchair or scooter (easy for him to say). This really bummed me out but being 

so used to being paternalized by doctors I took him at his word and bought a scooter and began living my life on wheels. I learned to cook and get around but it was slow, 

awkward and frustrating. Worst of all my shoulder pain got worse and my arms grew weaker so I could barely get up out of a chair or off the toilet or in and out of my car. 

This is when I began using the UpLift seat. It was a great help in getting up so I took it everywhere.

Years ago I built a Japanese soaking tub in my bathroom that is not long and shallow but short and deep. Every morning I take a long hot bath to get my muscles limber and 

my thoughts organized and of course get clean. One morning I tried stretching my arms forward and pulling my hands back to my chest in a rowing motion. This first 

morning I was able to do only 10 or 12 cycles because it hurt so much. Nevertheless, I did it again the next day and was able to do 20 cycles. I continued daily and worked 

my way to a 100 cycles and stayed at a 100 for some time. In two months from the time I started my the pain in my shoulders and the burning in my arms was gone! And I 

was feeling stronger. I began using my crutches more each day and little by little my mobility improved.

Before my bad fall I had made some major changes in my physical world. I moved from my three story townhouse to a house in the woods with no basement or second 

floor. All transfers are a stressful challenge to our shoulders but stairs are the most demanding thing our shoulders have to do so I avoid them whenever possible. I also 

changed out our two toilets for the tall toilets and even my able bodied wife appreciates the comfort. I designed a new bed and had it fabricated. It is what I call "butt-

neutral"...I don't have to climb up into it or down off it. I bought a Honda Odyssey that has a seat the is "butt-neutral" for me.

I am now 60 and I still do this exercise in my tub. There are periods that I don't and now I mostly do it every other day but do it for 15 minutes or so. I start slowly and slow 

down near the end to bring my heart rate down slowly. If my shoulders start to ache or I can feel clicking or popping, I back off for a few days. I supplement my rowing 

exercise with taking walks and doing physical activities like washing my car, doing dishes by hand, shopping, vacuuming my office, and sailing my 9' dingy and fishing etc. I 

am nowhere nears as strong as I was when I was renovating houses all those years ago...but who is? Over the last five years I no longer use a scooter except as a 

workhorse to help maintain our two acre wooded lot and tend my summer chickens. I am still very active and pain free and getting stronger little by little. Recently were 

enjoying our annual winter holiday in Mexico and my now 14 year old daughter and I went out snorkeling for three hours straight...something I haven't done in 5 years. What 

a joy that was, resurrecting my love for snorkeling and sharing it with my daughter. Life is indeed great!
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